Not once in 6 years did Robert ever enter the art room empty-handed. A collector of recycled materials, he always arrived for class with a fresh box full of bottle caps, skinny and thick cardboard tubes, film canisters, coffee cans, and the like. He maintained a small storage area on the shelves and shared his bounty with classmates. The biggest excitement came in 5th grade when he reappeared from summer vacation with a squeaky clean bicycle chain. This drew admiration from every child in the class and it was lovingly handled and played with throughout the year. Although nothing was permanently constructed with that chain, it served as a catalyst for the children’s creative thinking about what ifs and why nots. Robert is a three-dimensional thinker who finds two-dimensional artmaking tedious and uninteresting. He has always preferred to construct and over the years he has become highly skilled and reflective about his work. Big Evil Monster, a sculpture by Robert and his friend, is the result of intrinsic motivation to creatively find and solve an artistic problem (Figure 1).

The title of this article borrows loosely from the philosopher Nelson Goodman (1977), whose classic essay “When is Art” addresses context and symbolic function. The discussion here concerns an entirely different matter: identifying moments when a learner’s creativity is sparked in school art programs. The word creativity usually enters conversations with students, teachers, parents, and administrators as a generic term for children’s overall artistic output. Now school systems are rapidly incorporating 21st-century skills into their curricula, including creativity skills. In order to implement these skills in classrooms, teachers need to know what is and what is not creative work. Recently I was invited to an administrative meeting where curriculum coordinators were asked to develop definitions for inquiry, critical thinking, creative thinking, collaborative problem-solving, and connections. Confident with defining most of these skills, administrators struggled with an explanation for creativity that would be equally effective for STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math), English language arts, visual art, and music. Zimmerman (2009) notes that school leaders face a dilemma with definitions for creativity; this reflects the controversy among scholars regarding universal definitions and attributes (Sternberg & Lubart, 2008). Others debate whether children’s work can be considered creative or if creativity is reserved exclusively for adults who make practical contributions to their field. Nickerson (1999), Rostan (2006), and Zimmerman (2009) support the notion that creativity is not limited exclusively to adults; in education, ideas that are novel to a learner can be considered creative. To facilitate this, art teachers will need to develop strategies to enhance creative thinking and creative artmaking.
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Intrinsic Motivation Activates Creativity

Intrinsic motivation should be at the forefront of any conversations about creativity in schools. Research shows that intrinsic motivators such as personal interest and curiosity are closely correlated with creativity (Amabile, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi, 2008; Hetland, Winner, Veenaema, & Sheridan, 2007; Runco, 2007). Amabile’s explanation of intrinsic motivation states:

We define as intrinsic any motivation that arises from the individual’s positive reaction to qualities of the task itself; this reaction can be experienced as interest, involvement, curiosity, satisfaction, or positive challenge. (p. 115)

Intrinsic motivation and student interest are central to creative problem finding and solving. In learning environments where self-directed learning and ambiguity are the norm, learners challenge themselves to take risks. The following list highlights some intrinsic motivators:

• Content has personal relevancy
• Preference for and enjoyment of certain art media
• Curiosity
• Divergent thinking through play
• Satisfying a need by making a purposeful object for play or for a gift
• Collaboration or proximity to others with similar interests
• Work that is challenging and personally rewarding

While preparing for Big Evil Monster, three personally relevant concepts fueled intrinsic task motivation for the artists: environmental, through the use of recycled materials; social, through collaborative work; and cultural, using a Chinese dragon puppet as inspiration. The boys worked in a domain within which they have high skill level, enabling them to be satisfactorily challenged. They described their work process:

The inspiration for this artwork comes from a giant dragon head that Robert brought into art class. It was brightly colored with a working (moving) puppet mouth and tail. Now it is transformed into a giant monster with arms, legs, and head. We started by making a body and attaching the head with hot glue. We saved off cardboard tubes to make legs. Then bottles were used for arms, with more tubes. Big Evil Monster can even stand on its own!

During preparation, the young artists knew that they would have full autonomy in this work, including choice of media, process, scale, and pace. A combination of artistry and engineering allowed them to meet a challenge, defy gravity, and complete their artwork under their own terms.

Extrinsic Motivation Can Hinder Creativity

Extrinsic motivating factors influence students’ creative output in both positive and negative ways, depending upon how much emphasis they are given in the classroom (Nickerson, 1999). Amabile (1996) offers the following definition for extrinsic motivation:

We define as extrinsic any motivation that arises from sources outside of the task itself; these sources include expected evaluation, contracted-forward, external directives, or any of several similar sources. (p. 115)

Extrinsic motivators may deter creativity when learners are distracted by control factors or extraneous information (Collins & Amabile, 1999; Runco, 2007). What may seem like time-on-task may actually be a student resorting to a simpler solution to appease perceived pressure from a teacher. The same student might be far more creative if he or she felt autonomy to pursue a problem in his or her own way, not under the constraints of a tight assignment.

Among extrinsic motivations that may limit or hinder creativity are:

• Prescriptive step-by-step directions
• Strict teacher expectations, such as assigned seating or no talking when working
• Inflexible deadlines
• Rewards, such as ‘free draw’ when students can draw whatever they want
• Emphasis on grades
• Competitive atmosphere
• Peer pressure or interference
• Desire to please teachers or parents
• Limits of scheduled time to complete projects
• Inadequate storage for artwork
• Required exhibitions

Art class cannot function effectively without certain constraints and boundaries. Students understand and appreciate knowing what choices are and are not acceptable in terms of artistic practice, content, and behavior. By reviewing this list of extrinsic motivators, teachers can make decisions about what is non-negotiable and where flexibility is possible. Some matters are beyond a teacher’s control, such as the number of minutes a class meets and assigning grades. However, teachers may request additional time for learners at critical moments in a creative process. Rewards for early completion of work, such as ‘free draw,’ may elicit undeveloped artwork from those who prefer doing their own drawing rather than another assignment. Instead, each student can be provided with a recycled book in which they can draw, paint, collage, and alter pages. Callie (Figure 2) was able to access her altered book throughout the year and sometimes deferred working on other projects to pursue a page of interest. Even young learners may be aware of time restrictions in school and learn to plan accordingly.

While some extrinsic motivators have potentially harmful effects at the problem identification stages, Collins and Amabile (1999) introduce “synergistic extrinsic
motivators” that can influence creativity in positive ways. These external motivators work together with intrinsic motivators to keep students on target while persevering through less exciting parts of an art process. For example, when a student is trying to move past a frustrating critical juncture, a synergistic extrinsic motivation such as peer support or a desirable exhibition opportunity may help him or her remain focused despite any perceived failure.

Problem Finding
Csikszentmihalyi (1996) presents five stages of creativity: preparation, becoming curious about ideas or questions; incubation, subconsciously making connections; insight, when an understanding is realized; evaluation, analyzing the worthiness of a problem; and elaboration, the physical realization of the idea or question. Under typical constraints of school schedules, the first four stages of problem finding and solving often are compressed, leaving more time for the final stage where an artwork is pursued. Some teachers engage learners in discussions that promote divergent thinking toward solving an assigned problem. Other teachers avoid stages of problem finding altogether by assigning a problem to students with no discussion, and students resort to convergent thinking with limited access to creativity in their artmaking. Csikszentmihalyi (2008) believes that problem definition is more challenging than problem solving. Problem finding can be a lengthy activity; however, when students feel autonomy, much of preparatory thinking can occur outside of an art class.

For example, I observed an 8-year-old girl drawing an intricate grouping of symbols on graph paper. Each square contained a different configuration; she revealed that each shape symbolized a valued aspect of her life. She told me that she had started this activity at home and carried one or more of these drawings folded up in her pocket at all times to entertain herself during free moments. Her Seek and Find serial drawings inspired several classmates to do the same (Figure 3). This story exemplifies the fluidity that arises when boundaries between school art and home art are erased. When this learner wants to elaborate on one of her ideas, her Seek and Find drawings serve as an immediate resource.

Learner-Directed Pedagogy and Autonomy
Learners who control their artmaking are guided by intrinsic motivation to find and solve problems of their choosing. Choice-based teaching and learning promotes learner autonomy through arts-based practice focused on multiple studio centers. Teaching for artistic behavior in choice-based settings can sustain intrinsic motivation because students challenge themselves with ideas and art media of personal interest (Douglas & Jaquith, 2009). Self-directed learning in choice-based art classes can be pursued in a carefully designed structure that promotes independence. This permits an art teacher to function as facilitator, providing instructional support where needed. It is not easy to teach children who are all heading in diverse directions while also facilitating cultural connections and meaning making discussions. Eisner (2002) observes:

To be able to make educational gold out of emerging activities in the classroom requires a high degree of artistry in teaching. Artistry in teaching is more likely to occur when the classroom provides a context for improvisation and where unpredictability, rather than predictability of activities and consequences, is acknowledged. (p. 152)

Jake, a kindergarten student, possessed few of the skills necessary to construct a three-dimensional structure at the beginning of the year. Several classmates had been introduced to construction in preschool and were eager with unbridled independence. Instead of using paper and cardboard for constructing a flat collage, as I had demonstrated, the children immediately charged forward, folding and building upwards. I decided to not intervene when I observed their productive work, peer coaching (unusual in the beginning of kindergarten), and genuine enthusiasm. Jake observed his peers and experimented with construction, first tentatively and later with conviction. After numerous trials, he found an engaging
idea about a battle station. Beginning with a 6” x 9” cardboard base, Jake initiated and independently worked on an artwork that held his attention for several months (Figure 4). Like Robert, Jake was intrinsically motivated through personal interests, a passion for constructing, and the innate curiosity of a 5-year-old. He learned about form, composition, and balance, and added benefits of creative exploration including responsibility, perseverance, and satisfaction. He described his work, Battle Station, in his artist’s statement:

These are army games. There is a tower and double guns and a clone trooper tank. The chimney has smoke so hot it’s red! There’s also an X-wing fighter that comes off.

Concern about students’ perceived lack of interest often surfaces in conversations with teachers about self-directed learning. John Holt (1995) insists that everyone has interests and it becomes a teacher’s challenge to bring forth those interests:

We might say of a student that he doesn’t appear to be interested in anything, or at least in any of the things we try to interest him in. But this only means that he has chosen not to let us see his interests, perhaps because he has learned from experience that the less the adults, teachers above all, know about what he cares about, the safer he is from mockery, contempt, put-downs. (p. 79)

Autonomy empowers young artists in their creative inquiry. When children are permitted to self-direct their learning, control shifts from teacher to learner. Teachers who support learner-directed pedagogy are likely to improve creativity through heightened intrinsic motivation (Amabile, 1996; Rostan, 2006). Rather than designing problems for students to solve, Runco (2007) advises teachers to:

Use intrinsic interests. Students may not be all that thrilled by presented problems. They should be allowed to identify, define, and redefine assignments and tasks for themselves. (p. 358)

In self-directed learning, the teacher’s role shifts from instructor to facilitator, living resource, and guide. Teachers respond to students’ needs with encouragement, challenge, and relevant connections to the art world. Students have responsibilities as well. High school teacher Barbara Andrews (2001) expects students to become active learners and requires them to maintain a journal of their ideas, goals, and plans which she reviews with them. Younger children learn self-assessment skills in journals and by charting their progress (Douglas & Jaquith, 2009). Finding a balance between direct teaching and facilitating for independent work is critical to support autonomy and creativity in art class.

Some teachers engage learners in discussions that promote divergent thinking toward solving an assigned problem. Other teachers avoid stages of problem finding altogether by assigning a problem to students with no discussion, and students resort to convergent thinking with limited access to creativity in their artmaking.
The Role of Play in Creative Work

Play is associated with both problem finding and solving; opportunities for play lead to divergent thinking and flexibility (Pftr, 2001; Runco, 2007; Zimmerman, 2009). Szekely (1988) integrates play with artmaking to activate learners’ imaginations and idea generation. Play is innate to children; through play, new directions and insights connect their work with their personal interests. Art ideas of young children often are motivated by play. Improvisational play in art class can lead to new thinking, such as the simple transformation of a paper bag into a character (Figure 5). Play objects also motivate children, as in the diligent work on a house by a 1st-grade girl (Figure 6). Her artist statement describes her many choices:

This is my dream house. It has two floors. On the second floor there is a big bed and I used wallpaper for the sheets. I put in chairs and tables. I used feathers, felt, sticks to make things. I had to think about how to make the sides stand up. It took me a long time to make.

Danny, an advocate of graphic abstraction, began his color line drawings in second grade when he was introduced to this style by a classmate. It began as a competitive game between the two boys to see who could come up with the most detailed drawing. Because this work requires intense concentration, Danny would often alternate among several drawings at the same time (Figure 7). Play, the initial catalyst, led Danny to a 4-year exploration of design through line, shape, color, rhythm, and visual metaphor.

Interventions to Enhance Creativity in Art Class

Csikszentmihalyi (1996) and Szekely (1988) agree that creativity is not linear; rather, these stages spiral continuously as the artist pursues the problem. In truly open systems, learners may revisit an idea or process repeatedly to explore deeper and develop mastery (Hathaway, 2008). During the problem-finding stage, creative thinking may occur while a student is engaged in an entirely different activity, causing him or her to defer that activity in favor of another. The following strategies can help encourage creativity during art class:

- Identify the locus of control. Be mindful of the purposes of instructional activities.
- Restructure lessons to give learners ownership of problem finding as well as problem solving.
• Minimize effects of extrinsic motivators. Limit information, downplay grades, and use extrinsic motivators to support—not control—creativity.
• Organize lessons around intrinsic motivators, including choice, play, divergent thinking, and making relevant connections.
• Focus more on process than product and look forward to a surprise of open-ended solutions.
• Teacher-directed lessons are effective for skill building that is essential for creativity.
• Whenever possible, let students make choices.
• Count to ten before intervening in a student's process of thinking or making.
• Help students identify intrinsic motivators that influence their creativity.
• Encourage metacognition through examination of choices, analysis of relationships, and recognition of the stages of creativity.

There is great joy in the surprises that emerge when learners direct their own artmaking. This is the gift found in teaching—to watch learners take control and become independent thinkers and doers. When is creativity not in school art programs? Creativity is not found in rote exercises and prescribed assignments. Creativity is compromised by external motivations that supply students with excessive information, reward closed systems, and place undue emphasis on grades and deadlines. Creativity can arise when students respond to visual culture around them, particularly when they can integrate meaningful connections with popular culture into their own work. Creativity abounds when a student thinks divergently, ponders, intuit, perceives, infers, plays, makes mistakes, and embraces ambiguity. Creativity in school art programs thrives when learners are intrinsically motivated and have full autonomy to problem find and solve, defer, revise, redirect, and work at their own pace.
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